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Abstract
A continuum (that is, a compact connected Hausdorff space) is hereditarily
locally connected if each of its subcontinua is locally connected. It is shown
that a continuum X is hereditarily locally connected if and only if for each
connected open set U in X and each point p in the boundary of U, Uv {p}
is locally connected. This result is used to prove that if X is an hereditarily
locally connected continuum, U is a connected open subset of X, p is an
element of the boundary of U and X is first countable at p, then p is arcwise
accessible from U.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): 54F15, 54D05

By a continuum we mean a compact connected Hausdorff space. A continuum is
tereditarily locally connected'ifeach of its subcontinua is locally connected. A family
)f subsets of a space X is called a null family if for each two open sets U and V
n X with On V= 0 , not more than a finite number of elements of the family
neet both (/and V. If {Fa\ aeA} is a family of disjoint subsets of X, then {Fa\ aeA}
s said to have property D if Fa n Cl U {F^| jS^ a} = 0 for all a in A. Simone (to
ippear) has shown that a continuum X is hereditarily locally connected if and
jnly if every family of disjoint continua in X with property D is a null family,
rhis characterization of hereditarily locally connected continua will be used in the
jroofs that follow.

Our first theorem is a generalization of a well-known metric theorem due to
SVhyburn (1942, p. 90).

THEOREM I. If X is an hereditarily locally connected continuum' then every family
if disjoint connected open subsets of X is a null family.

PROOF. Since each two points in a connected open set U in a locally connected
xmtinuum are contained in a continuum contained in U (Hocking and Young,
1961, p. 110), it follows immediately from the above characterization of hereditarily
ocally connected continua that every family of disjoint connected open subsets
jf X is a null family.
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If A'is a space and A s Bs X, then we use the notation 8B to denote the boundary
of B in X, and the notation 8BA to denote the boundary of A in the subspace B.
Before stating our main result, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let X be a connected regular space, and let U be a connected proper
open subset of X. If for each point p in 8U, Uu{p} is locally connected, then for
each set A such that Us Ac. 0, A is locally connected.

PROOF. Let Us As U, peA and W an ^4-open set containing p. Suppose that
peU. Since U is a proper subset of X and X is connected, there exists a point x
in dU. Then Uu{x} is locally connected. Now Wc\ Uis an Jf-open set containing
p and contained in Uu{x}. Therefore, there exists a connected Uu{x}-open set B
such that peBs Wn U. However, clearly Bs Us A, and hence B is ,4-open. Since
peBs W, A is locally connected at p.

Next, suppose that pedU. By hypothesis Uu{p} is locally connected. Let
W* = Wn (Uu{p}). W* is £/u{/»}-open andj? e W* and so there exists a connected
£/u{p}-open set V* such that peV*sW*. Let W-^ be an open set such that
W= W-^nA and let Fx be a tT-open set such that V* = V1n(Uu{/>}). Finally, let
F = F iO^ . Then F is [7-open and F* = Fn([/u{/>}). Furthermore, it is clear
thsitpe VnAs Wand VnA is ,4-open. We claim that VnA is connected. Clearly
F*S VnA. We will show that VnAsV*. Suppose that yeV-V*. Then y$ U,
and hence yedU. Now F is £?-open and y e Vn (X— V*). Since X is regular,
there exists a t?-open set B such that >>ei?£ F and BnY* = 0. However, since
jedf / i t is clear that UnB^0. Let ze E/nfi. Then zef ic Fand ze £/, and there-
fore

zeVnUsv*.

Hence, zeBnV* which is a contradiction. Therefore, VsV*, and hence
VnAs V*. Since F* is connected and F*£ F n ^ s F*, it follows that VnA is
connected. Therefore, A is locally connected at/>, and hence ̂ 4 is locally connected.

THEOREM 3. The continuum X is hereditarily locally connected if and only if for
each connected open set U in X and each point p in dU, Uu {p} is locally connected.

PROOF. Let X be hereditarily locally connected, and suppose that there exist a
connected open set U in X and a point p in dU such that £/u{/?} is not locally
connected. Since Uu{p} is obviously connected im kleinen at each point of U,
it follows that Uu{p} is not connected im kleinen at p. Let Ut = Uv{p}. There
exists a l/x-open set fFsuch that/?e Wand such that iipeBs Wand B is l^-open,
then the component of some point of B in W does not contain p. Let F be a
L -̂open set such that pe Fand C\Vl Vs. W, and let °ll denote the set of all l^-open
sets containing p and contained in F. For each B in tfl, there exists a point ;cg in
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B such that the component KB of xB in W does not contain p. Now, for each B in
°U,p$KB and hence KB is a component of JF-{/>}. However, W-{p) is Z-open
and X is locally connected so each KB is open in X. Furthermore, since each KB

is a component of W, each KB is JF-closed.
Consider the net {KB,Be<%}, where ^ has been directed by reverse inclusion.

Clearly, p e lim inf {KB, B e %}. We claim that p $ K^ for each 5 in <̂ . For suppose
that peKB for some B in < .̂ Then KBu{p} is connected, contained in W and
properly contains A^ which contradicts the fact that KB is a component of W.
Sincep$KB for each 5 in ^ , it follows that {KB\Be<%} is infinite. Suppose that
KB n d^ F# 0 for each B'm°U. V is [^-open so there exists an open set F* such
that F = F*nl/1. Now, it follows immediately that dViVcdV* and therefore
KBndV*=£0 for each 5 in Ql. Hence, there exists a point y in

Let {KBa, a. e is} be a convergent subnet of {KB, Be<W} such that j> e lim {KB , a eE}
(Frolik, 1960, p. 173). Clearly, p e lim {KB<x, a e E). Recall now that F* is an open
set containing p. Let Gx and G2 be open sets containing p such that

Then Gx and Z— G2 are open sets and Gx n (X— G^) = 0. Furthermore, p e G± and
yeX—G2 and hence there exists an a, in £ such that KBanG1^0 and
KBaC\(X—G^0 for all a>ao. Sincep$RBa for all a in E, it follows, as before,
that {KBJ'X^'XO} is infinite. However, this contradicts Theorem 1.

Hence, there exists a i?0 in °U such that ^T^ n 8Vi V = 0. Since ^T^ is connected
and KSl)nV^0, it follows immediately that KBo^ClUlV. Furthermore, since
Clpj F£ W we have that T̂go is a component of C l ^ V, and therefore, that T̂go

is closed in Cl,^ F. However, C l^ Fis closed in U^ and hence KB<j is closed in Uv

But Ag,, is l"-open, and therefore KBo is open and closed in L̂  which contradicts
the fact that Ut is connected. We conclude that Uu{p} is locally connected.

Suppose, now, that for each connected open set U in X and each point p in
8U, Uv{p} is locally connected. We claim that JSfis locally connected. For since
Zis a continuum, X contains a noncut point p. Then X— {p} is a connected open
set and ped(X— {/?}), and hence X = (X—{p})u{p} is locally connected.

Assume that X is not hereditarily locally connected. Then there exist an infinite
family {Gnfi^l of disjoint subcontinua of X with property D, and open sets Wand
V such that WnV=0 and Gnn W¥=0 and Gnn F ^ 0 for all n. Since {Gn}£=1

has property D, it follows immediately that there exists a sequence {Un}™=1 of
disjoint open sets such that Gn^Un for each n. Now Wis compact, and therefore
there exists a point p in fPnlimsupGm. Let W* be a connected open set such that
peW* and W*^X- V. Since UnnUm = 0 if n^m, it is clear that />£Gn for
each n, and therefore that infinitely many Gn meet W*. Let {G^.}^ be the
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subsequence of elements of {GB}^=1 which meet W*. Now X is locally connected,
so for each n there exists a connected open set Vn such that G n S yn and FTC£ Un.
Let

U is a connected open set. Since V is compact and each Gn( meets F, there exists a
point 9 in Vn lim sup Gnj. Clearly q £ JF*. Furthermore, for each /?£/, FB( n Gnj = 0 ,
and hence (Z^U^Li^V Therefore, q$U. By Lemma 2 and hypothesis, it follows
that U is a locally connected continuum.

Now, it is easily shown that

and hence

u= Of

However, each Vn is contained in Un and {Un}%=1 is a sequence of disjoint open
sets, and hence

Vn n lim sup Vni = 0
for each/".

Now qe U- W* and 0 is locally connected, so there exists a connected £7-open
set B such that qeB and 5 £ £?— fF*. But then,

B = (Sn lim sup Vn) u
i=i

However, ^EjBnlimsupF^ and since B is a £7-open set containing <7, t

for infinitely many i. Therefore, B can be written as a nondegenerate countable
union of disjoint compact sets which contradicts the fact that B is a continuum.
Hence, X is hereditarily locally connected.

Tymchatyn (to appear) has recently obtained some characterizations of heredi-
tarily locally connected continua related to the above theorem. By combining
Lemma 2 and Theorem 3, we immediately obtain the following corollary which
generalizes the equivalence of parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 2.2 of Nishiura and
Tymchatyn (1976, p. 586) to nonmetric continua.

COROLLARY 4. The continuum X is hereditarily locally connected if and only if
for each connected open set U in X and each set A such that t / £ A £ U, A is locally
connected.

An arc is a continuum with exactly two noncut points. If ATis an arc with noncut
points p and q, then K is called an arc from p to q. Let X be a space, Ac. X and
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peX—A. The point p is said to be arcwise accessible from A if for each point x
in A there exists an arc K from x to p such that K^ A u {/?}. Closely related to
Theorem 3 is the following question.

QUESTION. If X is an hereditary locally connected continuum and U is a connected
open subset of X, then is each point p in 8U arcwise accessible from Ul

Although this general problem remains open, by assuming that X is first
countable at the point in question, we can answer the above problem in the
affirmative for a large class of hereditarily locally connected continua.

THEOREM 5. If X is an hereditarily locally connected continuum, U is a connected
open subset of X, p e 8U and X is first countable at p, then p is arcwise accessible
from U.

PROOF. Let xeU and let Uy = Uu{p}. By Theorem 3, L^ is locally connected,
and hence there exists a decreasing countable base {-Bm}"=1 at p of connected
Uj-open sets. Since Ux is locally connected and Bn is l/x-open, it follows that each
Bn is locally connected.

Let x1eB1—{p}. Now j q e t / and hence there exists a continuum Kx in U
containing x and xv Let Vx be the component of xx in B1—{p). Since Bx is connected
and locally connected, it follows that p e C\Bl Vx (Kuratowski, 1968, Theorem 19,
p. 235). T h u s / > e C l ^ ^ . However, B2 is a t/j-open set containing/? and therefore
Vxc\B2±&. Let x2eV1nB2. Now V1 is open in Ux. However, p$Vx and therefore
Fxs U. Hence, Vx is a connected open set. Therefore, as before, there exists a
continuum K2 in Vx containing xx and x2. Let V2 be the component of x2 in B2 — {p}.
As above, peC\VlV2 and hence there exists a point x3eV2nB3. Again, V2 is a
connected Z-open set and therefore, there exists a continuum K3 in V2 containing
x2 and x3.

Continue in this way by induction. Let K* = Cl \J%=1Kn. K* is a continuum,
and clearly x andp are in K*. Furthermore, since for each n, Kn+1^Vn^Bn, it
is obvious that AT*£ Uu{p}. Let Kbe an irreducible continuum in K* from x top.
It is well known that every such irreducible continuum in an hereditarily locally
connected continuum is an arc, and hence ^Tis an arc from x top. Since Kc. C/u{/>},
the proof is complete.
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